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A Prototype to Combat Sea Level Rise

A Mega Structure to Resolve Japan’s Social Issues

Devices to Connect the East and West on Park

Although Architecture is often being treated as
a serious subject,  I choose to  approach design
from a different scope. In my opinion, the pra-
ctice  of  architecture  should be delightful.  An
architect  who  is  enthusiastic  of his work will
most definitely result  in  a  successful  project.
I have commited to innovate, create new conc-I have commited to innovate, create new conc-
epts,  and  have fun during the serious study of
architecture.



Studio Work, 2019 Fall
Instructor: Phu Hoang
Partner: Lu Xu

According to analyzations of the levee
systems  in  Louisiana,  the   southern
town Theriot will become the last dry
land  on  south  edge  of    Terrebonneland  on  south  edge  of    Terrebonne
Parish,LA. Animals and residents will
be forced into Theirot. Therefore, it is
necessary to increase the levee height,
and create a safe haven for wild life in
the area to coexist with humans. Inh-
abitation of human will occur on nets
suspended on tall poles adapting tosuspended on tall poles adapting to
future sea level rise. Also incorporate
programs like desalination pots, farm
lands, hydroponic farming, residents
and solar panel fields on nets.

01 COEXTISITNG BUT
     SEPERATED



SEA LEVEL RISE IN ALLIGATOR VISIONLAST DRYLAND OF SOUTHERN LOUISIANA IN 100 YEARS

ANIMAL AND HUMAN REFUGEES 

Although alligator lives are endangered by sea 
water rise, other spieces home to Louisiana are also 
heavily affected by such disaster. For example, 
people who live there will lose their homes, and also 
their buisness. Places like factory, piers, and farm 
lands are disappearing by the day. And we also 
choose to focus the project on deers as another 
speice in comparison to alligators. speice in comparison to alligators. 



Nets are suspended along poles 
planted on the grond level to 
form a higher end in the middle. 
Which creates a slop for farm 
vegetables to be planted on nets. 
The sprinkler on the poles would 
spray water constantly onto the 
rootsroots of the vegetables in order 
to achieve hydroponic farming.

Hydroppnic Farming on Nets

Orchard Farm on Nets

Solar Panels on Nets

Produce Storage on Nets

SUSTAINABLE COEXISTENCEATOP AND UNDER THE NETS



PRIVATE LIVING COMMINITY LIVING PEOPLE, NATURE AND COMMUNITY

1/4 PHYSICAL SECTION MODEL

Deer + Human coexistence Alligator + Deer + Human Alligator + Human Deer + Human



PEOPLE, NATURE AND COMMUNITY PEOPLE, NATURE AND COMMUNITY



LEVELS OF INHABITATION

Most of the inhabitation of the farming 
community lives on a suspended level 
on nets, but there are moments where 
the farming happens on ground level 
where animals are seperated from by 
invisible boundaries.

Hydroponic farms happens on top of 
nets in the exteriors also. But due to the 
cold temputure, the vegetables that are 
planted are different from the ones 
planted indoor.



Studio Work, 2020 Spring
Instructor: Sarah Dunn & Martin Fe-
lsen & George Louras
Individual Work

The Tokyo Imperial Palace is the primary 
residence of the Emperor of Japan. The 
total area including the gardens is 1.15 
square kiometers. Perhaps the most an-
ti-social place in Tokyo. Loacted in the 
heart of Tokyo, the many social issues 
plauging the society could be found all 
around.around. For instance, Hikikomori, Otaku, 
and Aging population. In this project, I 
explore the possibility of how the moat of 
Imperial Palace could become a mega 
social club to stimulate social interac-
tions.

02 IMPERIAL PALACE’S
     NEW MOAT



TOLL HOUSE TAXTONOMY 29

original moat foot print

moat extends outward to
include more of the city

moat shrinks inward to give 
private lands to the public

A section drawing 
exercise to explore 
the sectional quali-
ty of Plug-in city by 
Archigram. To de-
velope a way of pro-
ducing sections in 
the project.

A section drawing 
exercise to explore 
the sectional quali-
ty of Walking city 
by Archigram. Ex-
ploring through 
section how a mega 
structure in the city 
could connect to 
adjacent existing 
buildings.
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Both the toll houses and the continuous ribbon forms spaces of social  
clubs to stimulate unexpected encounters with people of different in-
terests through transparency from one and other. For eaxmple, a 
person who is interested in cosplay and anime culture is going to the 
cosplay social club, and he sees the skateboarding club right next to 
the cosplay social club. He then approaches the skateboarding mem-
bers to learn how to spray paint his favorite anime character.

The ribbon goes in and out of city to reach different demographics of 
people. It touches the imperial palace at a moment to address the in-
teraction between the old society and the new. 

UNEXPECTED ENCOUNTERS WITHIN THE SPACES



Studio Work, 2019 Summer
Instructor: Nahyun Hwang & David Moon
Partner: Qiazi Chen

Park Avenue in New York City cuts all the 
way from the Southern tip of Manhattan 
island to the North. Underneath the 
avenue lies the subway system that runs 
the city since a long time ago. However, 
the subway track exposes itself and comes 
up to the ground level on 97th street. 
WhichWhich creates a rather obvious boundary 
on the North side of Park Avenue that in-
fluences the neighborhoods in the North 
quite drastically. Our project aims to 
reduce the seperation of the East and West 
by connecting them through devices of ar-
chitecture while also providing more pro
gram on the North side of Park Avenue.

03 COVERING THE TRACKS
     ON PARK AVENUE



URBAN PLAY ZONE  

An activity oriented  building acting as bridge con-
necting the East and West side of the neighborhood. 
The program gives near by students a place to expe-
rience the playful  spaces in the building after 
school.

The North and the South side of the 

97th street and Park Avenue lives two 

very different demographics. Although 

the activitries they participate in 

throughout the day are smililar, the 

proximities of the activities are far 

apart. The blue in the drawing 

represent the higher incomerepresent the higher income 

demographic, the red in the drawing 

represent the higher income 

demographic.



SOCIAL LIBRARY SCHOOL OF FARMING

A library elevated on top of the train tracks, 
challenging the normal typology of librar-
ies by giving a floating illusion of the build-
ing. Also, the building address the place of 
library in today’s  soceity. Because of the 
rising of  technology in devices like ipads 
and kindles that replace books. The build
ing preserves physical books by stating 
their importance as a key feature of the 
building but also provides spaces for social 
gathering on the exterior top level.

An outdoor building that contains multiple 
farm lands for farmers to grow their foods 
whitin the city and connects to local mar-
kets to sell. The building also have indoor 
spaces below its elevated ramps for farm-
ing related education spaces for the locals 
to experience and learn farming in an 
urban location.



MAKE IT YOUR OWN GALLERY

A gallery acting as a bridge to connect 
the two sides of community divided by 
the exposed train tracks and the differ-
ent heights of typology of the East and 
West. Although programed as a gallery, 
the building’s transparent nature chal-
lenges the topology of opaque gallery ar
chitecture. The module like facade pro-
vide the local artists with the oppourtu-
nities to design and palace their art 
within the modules  to showcase their 
work.   



SUPERTALL TRANSCALARITIES



TECHNIQUES OF THE ULTRA REAL
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